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Abstract—Piezoelectric harvesters are popular today because
they typically draw more power from kinetic energy in motion
than electrostatic and electromagnetic systems. Still, tiny
transducers only derive a small fraction of what is available.
Thankfully, raising the damping force with which transducers
draw power increases that fraction, except overinvesting battery
energy for that purpose can overdamp the system. This is why
harvesters monitor output power, and current, which normally
requires fast and accurate circuits that consume substantial
power. This paper, however, presents a low-loss alternative. The
idea is to sense how output power changes by monitoring the
time that the switched inductor requires to drain its energy. This
way, with readily available parameters, a piezoelectric harvester
can estimate the investment that will keep the system within
2.5% of its maximum power point.
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I. HARVESTING ENERGY FROM TINY TANSDUCERS
Wireless microsensors can add performance-enhancing and
energy-saving intelligence to many inaccessible and difficultto-reach places, like hospitals, factories, farms, and others [1]–
[2]. Unfortunately, the tiny batteries that these systems can
afford to incorporate cannot sustain life over extended periods,
which is what many applications demand. Harvesting energy
from the surrounding environment, however, can.
Of available ambient sources, kinetic energy in motion is
popular because vibrations in cars, airplanes, and motors are
abundant and steady [3]–[4]. Piezoelectric harvesters lead the
charge in this regard because they normally generate more
power than their electrostatic and electromagnetic counterparts
[3]. But since the damping force that miniaturized transducers
impose on vibrations is miniscule, output power is very low.
This is why state-of-the-art harvesters use battery energy to
raise the electrical damping force in the transducer, because a
higher damping force draws more power from motion [5].

Fig. 1. Typical piezoelectric energy-harvesting microsystem.

Overdamping the system, however, is possible. If this
happens, a higher damping force causes more losses than gains.
Piezoelectric harvesters must therefore monitor variations in

output power, and adjust accordingly to ensure the systems
remain near their maximum power point (MPP). But since
vibrations are often intermittent, and tiny transducers generate
little power, microsystems normally use a harvesting charger to
replenish a small on-board battery. This way, a power-supply
circuit like the one Fig. 1 illustrates can draw from the battery
(at any time) the power that the system requires.
Monitoring how output power changes without introducing
a lossy sensor into the conduction path, or without requiring
precision circuits that consume considerable power, is
challenging. This paper, however, shows how energy-investing
switched-inductor piezoelectric harvesters can monitor
variations in power from connection times that are readily
available. Before introducing the scheme, though, Section II
first explains the importance and operation of a switched
inductor in piezoelectric chargers. Section III then describes
how to monitor variations in output power from the time that
this inductor requires to drain its energy. Sections IV, V, and
VI finish by showing, discussing, and concluding how well this
metric is able to track the maximum power point of the system.
II. PIEZOELETRIC CHARGERS
A. The State of the Art
Since piezoelectric transducers generate alternating currents
that produce ac voltages and batteries establish static dc
voltages, many harvesters in literature use bridge rectifiers [6]–
[8]. These ac–dc converters output charge when the
piezoelectric voltage vPZ rises above the rectified output vREC.
Output power is highest when the voltage drops across the
switches in the network are nearly negligible [7] and vREC is
half the amplitude of vPZ's open-circuit voltage vPZ(OC) [8].
Unfortunately, conventional bridge rectifiers suffer from
two significant drawbacks. First, when operating at their
maximum power point, they only collect half of the charge
generated. And for this, vREC should be 0.5vPZ(OC). But since the
battery voltage vBAT is not controllable, a regulating dc–dc
converter must buffer the bridge from vBAT. In other words,
these harvesters also require an intermediate dc–dc converter.
To overcome the first limitation, the bridge rectifier in [9]
transfers the uncollected charge in the piezoelectric capacitance
CPZ at the end of every half cycle into an inductor that pumps it
immediately back into CPZ. As a result, CPZ quickly discharges
to ground and charges to vREC in the opposite direction. Since
vPZ is almost always at vREC, except briefly between half
cycles, the system collects nearly all the charge generated.
The switched inductor in [10] overcomes the second
limitation. For this, [10] lets CPZ accumulate all the charge that

motion generates across every half cycle. Then, between half
cycles, the system discharges CPZ into an inductor that then
drains the inductor into vBAT. This way, without an intervening
dc–dc converter, all the charge generated reaches vBAT.
Still, tiny transducers only capture a miniscule fraction of
the energy that is available, so output power is nevertheless
low. This is why the switched inductor in [11] invests battery
energy into CPZ, to raise the electrostatic force with which CPZ
draws power from motion. Since CPZ collects charge at a
higher voltage, CPZ draws more energy from motion. If vPZ is
too high, though, CPZ can overdamp vibrations to the extent
that output power falls. Or if the battery investment is
excessive, ohmic losses can be high enough to nullify gains. To
avoid these unfavorable conditions, [11] should (but does not)
monitor and track its maximum power point.
B. Energy-Investing Switched-Inductor Charger
Figure 2 illustrates the energy-investing switched-inductor
piezoelectric harvester in [11]. Leakage through the transducer
is normally so low that RPZ hardly affects the circuit. So with
zero volts to start and both switches open, CPZ first collects all
the charge that motion generates with iPZ across its positive half
cycle. vPZ in Fig. 3 therefore rises and peaks to vPZ(PK+) at 2 ms.

After this, in about 7.5 µs, SPZ first closes to drain CPZ into LX
and then SPZ opens and SBAT closes to deplete LX into vBAT.
After this, another vibration cycle begins.
C. Maximum Power Point
The system overdamps motion when the electrostatic field
across CPZ couples an impeding mechinal force that is large
enough to surpass the force vibrations produce in the first place
[12]–[13]. But since the electromechanical coupling factor kC
of tiny devices is very low, the effects on motion are almost
negligible. So when neglecting the effects of other factors,
output power PO climbs monotonically with the damping
forces that increasing levels of investment energy produce.
Another possible limitation is the breakdown voltage of the
chip. But with a high-voltage technology, power losses in the
system subtract and limit to what extent PO can rise. The reason
for this is, switches and the series resistance of the inductor
dissipate more ohmic power PLOSS when they conduct more
energy. In the case of the energy-investing system, extending
the investment time tBI that vBAT requires to deposit energy into
LX raises the power that vBAT delivers, the damping force that
CPZ establishes, and in consequence, the power PIN that CPZ
draws from iPZ. So with more power flowing through the
system, PLOSS in Fig. 4 rises with tBI.

Fig. 2. Energy-investing switched-inductor piezoelectric harvester.

Fig. 4. Simulated input, output, and lost power across investing level.

Fig. 3. Simulated time-domain waveforms.

At that point, at 2 ms, switch SBAT closes to deposit battery
energy into the inductor LX. LX's current iL therefore rises, and
after tBI, reaches 26 mA. Then, SBAT opens and SPZ closes to
drain CPZ into LX. So as vPZ falls to ground, iL rises more to
peak at 29 mA. But with SPZ still closed, LX drains into CPZ in
resonance fashion and CPZ charges in the opposite direction to
–vPC. SPZ opens when LX depletes to keep CPZ from draining
back into LX. In all, LX recycles CPZ's energy and invests vBAT's
energy into CPZ in about 7 µs of the 4-ms period TVIB.
With both switches open, iPZ deposits charge into CPZ
across iPZ's negative half cycle. As a result, CPZ charges further
in the negative direction, from –vPC at 2 ms to –vPZ(PK–) at 4 ms.

In fact, with higher investment levels, input power PIN
increases linearly and ohmic losses PLOSS quadratically [11].
This is unfortunate because the rise in PLOSS at some point
cancels that of PIN. Beyond this maximum power point PMPP,
PO drops with higher investments. In other words, the system
begins to overdamp after the rise in PLOSS matches that of PIN:
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tBI should therefore be at the setting that balances this tradeoff,
which is when the system outputs maximum power PMPP.
III. MAXIMUM POWER-POINT EXTRACTION
To track the maximum power point PMPP, the system must
monitor how output power PO changes with the tuning
variable sTUNE in Fig. 1, or in the switched-inductor case of
Fig. 2, with investment time tBI. Luckily, vibrations in cars,
planes, boats, and other places are steady, so PMPP hardly
changes across cycles. The system can therefore take several
cycles to sense PO and adjust and lock tBI so PO is near PMPP.

The popular hill-climbing algorithm [14], in fact, relies on
this slow time constant. With this scheme, the system raises
sTUNE in one cycle and monitors how PO responds in the next.
If PO rises, the system again raises sTUNE, and continues this
way after each consecutive cycle until PO finally drops. When
PO falls, which happens only after tBI in Fig. 4 increments past
its optimal setting tMPP, the system locks or alternates between
the last two settings. Since the small deviation in tBI that
results from switching between consecutive settings near tMPP
causes minimal variations in PO, PO remains near PMPP.
A. Sense Output Power
Output power PO is the product of battery voltage vBAT and the
current that vBAT receives as iBAT. Unfortunately, sensing iBAT
by monitoring the voltage vS that a series resistor RS drops
requires substantial power. If RS is one of the switches in the
network, for example, vS is low and changes quickly. This
means, the circuit used to monitor vS must be accurate and
fast, and as a result, also lossy [15]. Even if RS is not already
in the circuit, adding RS raises ohmic losses PLOSS in the
circuit, so RS and vS should also be low. A low-pass filter
across the inductor also produces a voltage that is proportional
to iBAT. Except, the voltage is low, sensing circuits are
complex, and the filter is bulky (and normally off chip) [15].
B. Extract Output Power from Connection Times
Monitoring how much energy inductor LX transfers is another
way of sensing power. LX's current iL is key in this respect
because iL determines how much energy LX holds as EL or
0.5LXiL2. Luckily, LX's voltage vL is nearly constant through
every transaction, so time tX sets iL to tXvL/LX and EL to
2
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In other words, connection time can be an indicator for power.
In the case of the energy-investing switched-inductor
piezoelectric harvester in Fig. 2, vBAT collects energy EBC
when LX connects to vBAT across collection time tBC at the end
of the negative half cycle (from Fig. 3). Similarly, vBAT invests
energy EBI when LX connects to vBAT across investment time
tBI at the end of the positive half cycle. Output energy per
cycle EO is therefore their difference:
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where vL is vBAT, PO is EO over the vibration period TVIB, and
PO and EO are both proportional to tBC2 – tBI2.
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73.4 mA that iL builds over the 7-µs span that vBAT requires to
invest EBI in Fig. 5. Since the estimated current iL' neglects the
energy lost in RESR, iL is lower than iL'. In other words, this
method overestimates the investment EBI.

Fig. 5. Simulated and predicted investment current through the inductor.

Similarly, 1.6 Ω in Fig. 6 causes a 2-mA or 2.2% error in
the 88.7 mA that LX holds when LX starts draining EBC into
vBAT, which requires 8.18 µs to exhaust. Since the estimate iL'
neglects the loss in RESR, LX delivers more energy than
predicted by tBC. iL is therefore higher than iL', and vBAT
receives more charge than expected.

Fig. 6. Simulated and predicted collection current through the inductor.

B. Output Power
Because overestimating the investment and underestimating
the collection are both pessimistic, PO in Fig. 7 is higher than
predicted. In fact, since RESR consumes more power when LX
transfers more energy, errors in iL climb with higher power
levels. Figures 5 and 6 show this because, with more energy,
LX requires more time to energize and drain. And with more
time, the error between iL' and iL grows. This is why the
difference between PO and PEST swells with rising investments.

)

IV. PERFORMANCE
A. Error
In practice, vL is not exactly vBAT across collection time tBC or
investment time tBI. The reason for this is that parasitic
resistances RESR in the conduction path drop part of vBAT. Or
stated differently, RESR consumes some of the energy that vBAT
would have otherwise invested or collected.
Luckily, RESR is so low that it drops a small fraction of
vBAT. 1.6 Ω, for example, causes a 0.9-mA or 1.2% error in the

Fig. 7. Simulated and predicted output power across investment time.

C. Maximum Power Point
Since the error worsens with rising power levels, the prediction
is more accurate with lower investments. In fact, the error near
the maximum power point PMPP is not significant, as Fig. 7
demonstrates. As a result, the predicted maximum power point

PMPP' is only 2 µW below the 89.6 µW peak that 30 µA of
piezoelectric current iPZ across 15 nF can produce and 0.2 µW
below the 36.8 µW that 17.5 µA across 15 nF can generate.
Interestingly, the optimal investment time predicted tMPP' is
consistently lower than the actual counterpart tMPP. This
happens because the prediction is invariably pessimistic, and
the error nevel fails to climb with higher investment levels. In
other words, the prediction overestimates how fast losses grow.
With vibrations that produce 30 µA, for example, the predicted
investment time tMPP' is roughly 7 µs, whereas the actual tMPP is
9 µs. Similarly, tMPP' for 17.5 µA is 5 µs and tMPP is 6 µs.
As Fig. 7 shows, however, output power PO hardly changes
near its maximum power point PMPP. This means, a slight
deviation from the optimal investment time produces a small
error in the maximum power point. This is why the maximum
power-point error ΔPMPP(E) in Fig. 8 is below 2.5% for
vibrations that produce up to 89.7 µW from up to 30 µA of
piezoelectric current across 15 nF. Since the prediction is
increasingly pessimistic with higher power levels, the error is
less than 1% for up to 15 µA and 1.5%–2.5% for 16–30 µA.

period or a current sensor would have otherwise required. This
savings is significant because skipped cycles and circuits that
sense current lose considerable power. True, typical bridge
rectifiers do not use an inductor. However, switching an
inductor not only avoids the overhead of a charging dc–dc
buffer but also allows the system to raise the damping force in
the transducer. This is important because small transducers
suffer from low electromechanical coupling factors. So without
energy with which to raise the damping force in the transducer,
output power is very low. In other words, switching an
inductor as proposed outputs the highest possible power.
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